finds its justifications in the protection of marriage. Perhaps because the two privileges are based on different policy grounds, judicial understandings of the appropriate scope of the privileges differ sharply. While the confidential communications privilege unquestionably applies in both criminal and civil proceedings, the availability of the adverse testimonial privilege in civil proceedings is contested.
Very little case law exists on the applicability of the spousal testimonial privilege in federal civil trials. What little exists articulates no clear rule, 9 nor does it offer any coherent normative justification for expanding or restricting the privilege's scope. 0 Legally, the question remains unsettled. Nonetheless, most courts and commentators assume that the privilege only applies in federal criminal trials." But there is no exclusion of the privilege from civil trials in the rule itself-FRE 501 explicitly applies in all federal civil matters in which state law does not provide the rules of decision.' 2 In theory, according to the language of the Rule, the spousal testimonial privilege should apply in federal civil cases." 7 Id § 505.09 at 505-13 ("The confidential marital communications privilege prohibits one spouse from testifying as to conversations or communications with the other spouse made in confidence during their marriage."). This Comment takes a two-fold approach to answering the question of the privilege's federal civil application. First, the Comment asks whether legal precedent establishes a criminal-civil distinction for the availability of the privilege. Second, because of the evolving nature of evidentiary privileges "in the light of reason and experience,"" the Comment asks whether the privilege should apply in civil proceedings on a going-forward basis. Part I discusses the current state of the law of marital testimonial privilege and the split in the federal courts on the applicability of the privilege to federal civil cases. Part II explores the justifications for the privilege and how those justifications translate to a federal civil context. Part HI looks at broader privilege doctrine, including the Fifth Amendment, all of which supports at least some civil context for the marital testimonial privilege. Part IV suggests that the nature of privilege law requires the anti-marital facts privilege to be available in certain civil proceedings.
I. CURRENT STATE OF THE SPOUSAL TESTIMONIAL PRIVILEGE

A. The Adverse Spousal Testimonial Privilege
Recognized in common law and thus under FRE 501, the adverse testimonial privilege allows one spouse to refuse to testify against the 16 other spouse without sanction from the court. The privilege sweeps broadly: a spouse may refuse any adverse testimony, including testimony about conversations or actions undertaken with third parties.
of Congress or in rules prescribed by the Supreme Court pursuant to statutory authority, the privilege of a witness ... shall be governed by the principles of the common law as they may be interpreted by the courts of the United States in the light of reason and experience. 14 This Comment assumes the ongoing validity of the spousal testimonial privilege. Many commentators call for abolishing it altogether. See, for example, David Medine, The Adverse Testimony Privilege: Time to Dispose of a "Sentimental Relic", 67 Or L Rev 519,556 (1988) (suggesting that "the adverse testimony privilege be abandoned completely"). This Comment will not engage in a normative discussion of whether the privilege should apply at all, but instead ask whether the privilege does, and should, apply in federal civil cases, given its recognized and continuing application in federal criminal proceedings.
15 FRE 501.
16 Ryan v Commissioner of Internal Revenue, 568 F2d 531, 542 (7th Cir 1977) (explaining that the privilege "permits each spouse to preclude the adverse testimony of the other and sometimes also permits each spouse to decline to testify against the other"). By far, the majority of spouses claiming the privilege are wives in favor of their defendant-husbands. See Richard 0. Lempert, A Right to Every Woman's Evidence, 66 Iowa L Rev 725,727-28 (1981) (noting that, of the hundreds of cases he reviewed, only a handful involved husbands testifying against their wives). Therefore, this Comment will refer to the witness-spouse as "she" or "the wife," and the defendant-spouse as "he" or "the husband," purely for the sake of convenience.
17 See Trammel v United States, 445 US 40, 51-53 (1980) (explaining that the privilege is invoked to exclude "communications made in the presence of third persons," but limiting the privilege to the witness-spouse alone); Michael NV. Mullane, Trammel v. United States Bad History, Bad Policy, and Bad Law, 47 Me L Rev 105, 108 (1995) (stating that the spouse's privilege protects all adverse testimony during the marriage).
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Originally the rule combined spousal incompetence' to testify for or against one another with a prohibition on any such voluntary testimony by either spouse.'s Later Supreme Court decisions rejected the incompetence rule but left in place the privilege, allowing either spouse to exclude adverse testimony by the other, or to refuse to testify at al" 9 As a threshold matter, the testimony sought must be adverse to the legal interests of the witness's spouse.n The Supreme Court has declared that the evidentiary privileges should be narrowly construed because they block the fact-finding process and derogate the search for truth. 2 ' Thus courts will not grant the privilege in cases of "sham" marriages undertaken for purposes of fraud." The privilege also will not apply in cases of crimes by one spouse against the other spouse21 or the spouse's children. N Originally, the privilege could be asserted by either (1) a spouse hoping to prevent the other spouse from testifying adversely, or (2) a spouse refusing to testify as a witness against the other spouse.n In 1980, the Supreme Court vested the privilege solely in the latter, the witness-spouse. 6 The spousal testimonial privilege rests on justifications quite different from those supporting the confidential communications privileges under FRE 501. The confidential communications privileges protect the free flow of communication between parties to certain professional relationships that rely on those communications.f The law assumes that the confidences would not be made unless the communications remain confidential, and therefore that compelled testimony would harm those relationships-priest-penitent, doctor-patient, attorney-client.n The adverse spousal testimonial privilege also exists to preserve a marriage relationship from harm, but the policy justifying it focuses on whether compelled testimony will harm the marriage on a going-forward basis, regardless of whether the testimonial information was received in confidence."
B. Federal Decisions on the Spousal Testimonial Privilege
Supreme Court jurisprudence.
No case on the criminal-civil divide in the application of the marital privilege has yet reached the Supreme Court. Those marital privilege questions on which the Court has ruled are, with one exception," collateral appeals to criminal proceedings and do not speak to the applicability of the privilege in federal civil cases. 3 ' Nonetheless, these 26 Trammel, 445 US at 53 (modifying the privilege to balance the interests of marital harmony and "legitimate law enforcement needs").
27
See John W. Strong, McCormick on Evidence § 72 at 115 (West 5th ed 1999) (stating that the protections afforded to lawyers, doctors, and clergy are granted because of this utilitarian justification). The confidential communications privilege also exists for marriages. See id § 78 at 126-27 (discussing a historic basis for the marital confidential communications privilege).
28 England codified a confidential communications privilege between spouses in 1853: "No husband shall be compellable to disclose any communication made to him by his wife during the marriage, and no wife shall be compellable to disclose any communication made to her by her husband during the marriage." Evidence Amendment Act, 1853, 16817 Vict, Ch 83, § 3. See also Strong, McCormick on Evidence § 78 at 126-27 (cited in note 27) (stating that the Evidence Amendment Act of 1853 accomplished the reform of disqualifying the testimony of spouses). The policy justifications for the spousal confidential communications privilege in American law are much the same as for the others: the privilege is needed to encourage marital confidences, which in turn promotes marital harmony. See id § 72 at 115 (comparing the relationships between doctor-patient and husband-wife to justify the privilege based on the "essential privacy of certain significant human relationships"). (1958) .
33
Id at 77 (emphasis added). 34 445 US 40 (1980) .
35
Id at 51 (emphasis added). Curiously, Justice Burger's opinion implies that the evidentiary privileges only apply in criminal cases: "The Federal Rules of Evidence acknowledge the authority of the federal courts to continue the evolutionary development of testimonial privileges in federal criminal trials '... in the light of reason and experience."' Id at 47 (quoting FRE 501) (emphasis added). But the Rule itself states explicitly that the FRE apply to any proceeding in which state law does not supply the rule of decision. FRE 501. Justice Burger's statement here may suggest that he unconsciously restricted his reasoning to the type of case in front of the Court-a criminal case. If this supposition is true, Justice Burger's statement "limiting" the privilege to federal criminal cases did not, in fact, limit it, unless we are to believe that Justice Burger also limited the FRE to federal criminal cases generally.
36 At least one case from an earlier court suggests a commonly understood distinction between cases where "life and liberty" are at stake and cases that are purely civil in nature. The case explicitly distinguished "life or liberty" from the constitutional protections offered corporations. As corporations have no life or liberty to protect, they may claim only protection against deprivation of property. Railroad Tax Cases, 13 F 722,746-47 (Cir Ct D Cal 1882) (finding that a California statute disallowing a corporation to deduct the value of its mortgages while other persons were permitted to do so violated the Fourteenth Amendment). Neither the Railroad Tax Cases nor Hawkins, however, explicitly tie the privilege in question to "criminal" proceedings. 4 the Seventh Circuit declined to establish a general rule limiting the privilege to criminal cases. 2 The court rejected the applicability of the privilege in the tax deficiency case at bar on the grounds that the motivating principle behind the privilege-the fostering of marriage-did not apply. 4 ' The Ryans had been married for forty years and did not contend that recognition of the privilege was necessary to protect their marriage." The court also stated that the government's grant of immunity in response to the Ryans' Fifth Amendment claims diminished the "actual harm which one Ryan's testimony would unleash upon the other."'
The particularly unusual element in Ryan concerned the court's balancing test for recognition of the privilege, "the need for truth against the importance of the relationship or policy sought to be furthered by the privilege, and the likelihood that recognition of the privilege will in fact protect that relationship in the factual setting of the case."6 Courts normally do not apply the testimonial privileges on a case-specific basis; like any other law, once a privilege is recognized, courts apply it globally and do not waive a privilege because the information it protects is particularly important to the case at hand. 7 The Seventh Circuit, however, stressed the importance of deciding the privilege's applicability "taking into account the particular factual cirprivilege in an employment discrimination action, and stating that "the privilege against adverse spousal testimony[ ] is only applicable in criminal actions and hence has no bearing on this civil action"). 39 See Gilles v Del Guercio, 150 F Supp 864,866 (S D Cal 1957) (overturning a deportation order that was based in part on the testimony of a husband against his Japanese-born wife, and stating that "[t]ihe rule is that during the ... marriage, [one spouse] may not be examined against the other") (emphasis omitted). cumstances of this case."M The Ryan case-by-case approach ties the availability of the privilege not to any global recognition by common law, but to the purposes it might serve given the specific facts at hand. This rule is far more flexible than the other evidentiary privilege rules.
3.
Abbott: the blanket denial.
District courts in the Second" and Seventh Circuits deny the privilege in federal civil cases altogether. These courts do not engage in any discussion of the rule but simply dismiss its application.
Citing Ryan for the proposition that the privilege applies only in In Gilles v Del Guercion a Ninth Circuit district court applied the spousal privilege to a federal civil proceeding without qualification. 9 A merchant marine officer, having met and married a Japanese woman while posted in Japan, tried to have her deported from the United States by claiming she had engaged in prostitution before entering the country." Mrs. Gilles appealed the INS deportation order on the basis of her husband's testimony against her, the lack of opportunity given for counsel to cross-examine her husband, the denial of any right to call character witnesses, and the entrance into evidence of a written statement she had made without the aid of an interpreter. 1 The court held for Mrs. Gilles on every point: "[These violations] deprived this alien of the essential elements of due process of law, and rendered the hearing so unfair and unjust that the findings and order of deportation cannot be sustained." 62 Judge Byrne stated the privilege rule in absolute terms and did not qualify it or draw a civil-criminal distinction: "The rule is that during the existence of the marriage, the husband or wife may not be examined against the other as to any matter ... regardless of whether it relates to a matter occurring during or prior to the marriage."' 3 The testimonial privilege played a comparatively minor role in the court's holding. The due process violations would have ensured that the INS's decision was overturned, regardless of whether the court excluded Mr. Gilles's testimony under the testimonial privilege. The facts of this case-the egregious bad faith of Mr. Gilles and the collusion of the INS officer-seemed to drive the rule. Perhaps because of the specific fact-driven nature of the Gilles rule, later cases have not followed it." cannot be a devoted one simply because at some time the partners have decided to engage in a criminal activity."), vacd, 475 US 133 (1986) (remanding to the Southern District of New York with instructions to dismiss the cause as moot); Maltifano, 633 F2d at 278 ("We fail to see how the source of that instability ... makes any difference in applying the privilege. We are aware of no public policy requiring that a marriage be dissolved when the partners engage in crime.").
150 F Supp 864 (S D Cal 1957).
59 Id at 865 (applying the privilege in the appeal of a deportation hearing).
60 Id at 865. 
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Id at *11-12 (allowing Ms. Sriram to invoke the privilege for any sought testimony that "might be used adversely by the Government in the pending criminal proceeding").
of whether the privilege applied in a civil action for injunctive relief and damages, brought by the government parallel to a criminal proceeding on an indictment for mail fraud and health care fraud. 7 Ms. Sriram claimed the testimonial privilege when the government indicated it would subpoena her as a witness against her husband, and offered no assurance that her testimony would not be used in criminal proceedings against Dr. Sriram or herself.
After briefly discussing Ryan, the court balanced the privilege's costs and the judicial trend towards restricting rather than expanding the privilege over the past seventy years against the interest of avoiding marital discord. 76 Though noting that "it is difficult to say that the privilege would serve the interest of avoiding marital discord in criminal cases but not in civil cases," the court held that the balance of factors led to the conclusion that the privilege "would not apply to adverse testimony given by a spouse in a civil proceeding that is untethered to a criminal proceeding."7 Because the government had not given immunity or any assurance that the compelled testimony would not be used in the parallel criminal proceeding, the court upheld Ms. Sriram's claim.2 6. Clarifying the federal holdings.
Supreme Court guidance on the privilege's criminal-civil divide is tenuous at best, and lower courts are split on the applicability of the privilege in federal civil cases. Those cases asserting a blanket denial of the privilege in civil proceedings rely on Ryan and Hawkins, but neither establishes a civil-criminal distinction. Ryan denies the privilege, but suggests a unique case-by-case evaluation at odds with the global application of privilege law in general.7 The strongest case for the blanket denial of the privilege in federal civil cases, then, relies on dicta in Hawkins that suggest the law applies the privilege in cases where "life and liberty" are at stake.n Given the facts of Gilles and the concerns in Sriram and Yerardi, however, it is clear that the law does 74 Id at *1-2.
75 Id at *2-3 ("The Government indicated that it had not provided, and would not provide, any assurance that Ms. Sriram's testimony or its fruits would not be used" either in a criminal hearing against her husband or herself.).
76 Id at *9 ("[T]he Court must balance [the marital harmony] interest against the costs of the privilege, which ... are substantial, and the fact that the history of this privilege.., shows that the trend has been to restrict rather than expand it.").
77 Id at *9-10.
78 Id at *11 (holding that since " [t] he Government here has not provided such immunity or assurance" that the testimony would not be used in any subsequent criminal hearing, "the spousal testimonial privilege may be asserted in this case"). 86 See, for example, Ryan, 568 F2d at 543-44,544 n 6 (stating that the proposed rule "does provide some guidance in interpreting the scope of privileges under Rule 501").
87 Proposed Article V: Privileges (proposing thirteen rules on privileges including the following: lawyer-client (Proposed Rule 503), psychotherapist-patient (Proposed Rule 504), husband-wife (Proposed Rule 505), and communications to clergy (Proposed Rule 506)).
88
FRE 501, Note by Federal Judicial Center (explaining that Congress deleted the "nine non-constitutional privileges and the three general rules proposed by the Court" and replaced them with one rule providing that "the law of privileges ... be developed by the courts as ... common law"). See also Strong, McCormick on Evidence § 75 at 121 (cited in note 27) (stating that "the privilege provision excited particular controversy, with the result that all of the specific rules of privilege were excised from the finally enacted version of the Rules"). The Advisory Committee Notes to FRE 501 indicate that the House and Senate Judiciary Committees believed the Proposed Rule, permitting federal courts to recognize only those privileges mentioned in the Rule, would have promoted forum shopping for the most favorable privilege law as applied by state or federal courts. 9 2 The Seventh Circuit suggests the "more likely source of dissension" was not the limitation of the privilege to federal criminal cases, but the lack of a spousal confidential communications privilege. The Proposed Rule includes no discussion concerning the civil-criminal distinction, but it at least offers some indication of the Supreme Court's position on the limitations of the privilege before the introduction of the current FRE 501. Therefore, in spite of the rejection of Proposed Article V and the lack of discussion about a civil-criminal distinction in the Advisory Committee Notes, federal courts continue to use Proposed Rule 505 for guidance in interpreting the scope of the testimonial privilege! '
II. JUSTIFICATIONS FOR THE SPOUSALTESTIMONIAL PRIVILEGE
The justifications for the spousal testimonial privilege have changed through its development, from the legal fiction of the unified existence of husband and wife in English law to the underlying policy of protecting marriage in American law. This Part will discuss the evolution of the privilege's underlying justifications. 90 Proposed Rule 505, Advisory Committee Note (discussing the evolution of the marital privilege, the varying rules in different jurisdictions, the lack of a confidential communications privilege, and the exceptions in Section (c)).
91 FRE 501, Report of the Senate Committee on the Judiciary (explaining that Congress decided to leave the law of privileges "in its current condition to be developed by the courts," and stating that "the husband-wife privilege drew fire as a result of the conscious decision of the Court to narrow its scope from that recognized under present federal decisions").
92 FRE 501, Report of the House Committee on the Judiciary ("[T]he committee considered that the Court's proposed Article V would have promoted forum shopping in some civil actions, depending upon differences in the privilege law applied as among the state and federal courts:").
93 Ryan, 568 F2d at 544 n 6 (suggesting that the dissension resulted from "the total elimination of the privilege protecting confidential marital communications"). band in a civil proceeding, but denied the privilege in a criminal trial."2 The case tried to draw a distinction between civil and criminal applications of the incompetence rule that does not seem to exist in earlier jurisprudence. Later judges, however, expressed doubt about the validity of the case because it excluded the privilege from criminal trials.'" This confusion was perhaps natural: because the rule derived at least in part from the single legal existence of husband and wife, a civil application had no legal difference from a criminal application.
B. Modem Justifications: The Stein Policy Discussion
The spousal privileges first surfaced in American jurisprudence in 1839.'" The defendant in Stein v Bowman"" appealed, inter alia, the admission of a wife's testimony about her deceased husband's forgery in a civil dispute concerning a will.'0 Striking the wife's testimony on the grounds that the marital privilege protected husband, wife, and the peace of marriage, Justice M'Lean wrote:
This rule [of spousal disqualification] is founded upon the deepest and soundest principles of our nature. Principles which have grown out of those domestic relations, that constitute the basis of civil society; and which are essential to the enjoyment of that confidence which should subsist between those who are connected by the nearest and dearest relations of life. To break down or impair the great principles which protect the sanctities of husband and wife, would be to destroy the best solace of human existence." Justice M'Lean believed this policy to be so strong that the witness could not be permitted to testify even though her husband, the subject of her testimony, was dead and the particular marriage not in any danger 1 M'Lean's policy justification concerned the institution of marriage, and not just the marriage involved in the case at hand.y9 102 Id at 1141 ("lIt was resolved that in case of a common person, between party and party she could not [be a witness], but between the King and the party, upon an indictment she may.").
Lord Audley was put on trial for instigating the rape of his wife and tried to prevent her from testifying. In another report of this case the judges permitted the wife's testimony because she was the wronged party, Trial of Mervin LordAudley, 3 How St Tr 401,402,414 (1631) (" [W] here the wife is the party grieved, and on whom the crime is committed, she is to be admitted a witness against her husband."). See Once American law abolished the exclusion of testimony from parties interested in the litigation, and by extension the incompetence of spouses to testify for one another based on their single legal existence,"' 4 the adverse testimonial privilege developed fully, and Justice M'Lean's policy ground of promoting domestic harmony remained as its only basis."' In Hawkins the Court based its exclusion of a wife's testimony against her husband on "a belief that [the spousal testimonial privilege] policy was necessary to foster family peace, not only for the benefit of husband, wife and children, but for the benefit of the public as well. Such a belief has never been unreasonable and is not now.""11 6 The Court stressed the responsibility of law to protect the marital relationship: " [T] here is still a widespread belief ... that the law should not force or encourage testimony which might alienate husband and wife, or further inflame existing domestic differences."' 7 As late as 1980, the Supreme Court declared the spousal testimonial had committed perjury .... It is true the husband was dead, but this does not weaken the principle. Indeed, it would seem rather to increase than lessen the force of the rule."). 109 Id. 110 Id at 222 (stating that although there had been differing decisions on a wife's ability to testify, all of the cases agree "that the wife is not competent, except in cases of violence upon her person, directly to criminate her husband; or to disclose that which she has learned from him in their confidential intercourse").
111 Id at 221 ("It is a general rule that neither a husband nor wife can be a witness for or against the other.").
112 Id at 223 ("Can the wife ... either voluntarily, be permitted, or by force of authority be compelled to state facts in evidence, which render infamous the character of her husband?"). privilege "ought not to be casually cast aside" and counseled caution toward any revision to this privilege "affecting marriage, home, and family relationships-already subject to much erosion in our day." ' 8 The policy justifications have been remarkably consistent through time, with one exception. Between Stein and Hawkins, the policy focus shifted from the protection of marriage as an institution to the protection of the particular marriage in the trial. The Court in Hawkins anchored its reasoning that the exclusion of the wife's voluntary testimony fostered family peace in the belief that "not all marital flare-ups in which one spouse wants to hurt the other are permanent. The widespread success achieved by courts ... in conciliating family differences is a real indication that some apparently broken homes can be saved provided no unforgivable act is done by either party."' ' 9 The Ryan court turned Stein on its head by denying the spousal testimonial privilege because the particular marriage at issue, having lasted for forty years, could not reasonably be harmed-especially because Mr. Ryan had died during the course of the proceedings.#'
The case transforming the Stein institutional-protection rule into the Ryan specific-marriage rule was Trammel v United States, the Supreme Court's latest interpretation of the spousal testimonial privilege.' 2 ' In exchange for use immunity, Elizabeth Trammel agreed to testify against her husband Otis Trammel in his criminal trial for drug smuggling.'2 Otis Tram'mel claimed the adverse spousal testimonial privilege in order to stop his wife from testifying, and upon his conviction appealed the admission of her testimony.'23The case presented the Court with the chance to update the privilege by firmly rejecting its ancient legal foundations, 24 and in that process to anchor the privilege explicitly in the protection of an ongoing and viable marriage. "When one spouse is willing to testify against the other in a criminal proceeding," wrote Justice Burger for the Court, "their relationship is almost 121 445 US at 52 (basing the vesting of the privilege in the witness-spouse on the fact that a marriage is "almost certainly in disrepair" if one spouse is willing to testify against the other). 123 Id at 43. 124 Id at 52 ("Nowhere in the common-law world-indeed in any modem society-is a woman regarded as chattel or demeaned by denial of a separate legal identity and the dignity associated with recognition as a whole human being."). certainly in disrepair; there is probably little in the way of marital harmony for the privilege to preserve. '' ln Justice Burger also indicated that the specific marriage in the case should be taken into account when weighing the traditional interests at stake. ' It is clear from the Court's opinion that the protection of marriage-though now a specific marriage rather than the institutionplayed no less a part in the justification of the spousal testimonial privilege, even as the Court altered the privilege significantly by vesting it solely in the witness-spouse.V In fact, Justice Burger implied that vesting the privilege solely in the witness-spouse is the only way in which the marriage can be protected on a going-forward basis. ' 
C. Justifications in the Lower Courts
Those courts that adopt a blanket denial or blanket application of the privilege do not engage in any discussion of the normative value of their holdings. 2' The courts permitting a limited application of the privilege in cases "tethered" to criminal proceedings express concern with potential criminal actions against the witness or the witness's spouse, ' 3° but also do not engage in any discussion of the policy justifications for the civil-criminal distinction.
The Sriram court touched on justifications, openly doubting that adverse testimony by a spouse could ever promote marital harmony, whether that testimony occurred in a criminal or a civil case."' Given the costs of allowing the privilege, however, the court would confine it to civil proceedings "tethered" to criminal proceedings." Though the court does not explain its balancing process, it seems clear that the court considered the risk to marital harmony simply "less" in civil trials than in criminal trials, and the state's interest in obtaining the truth 125 Id.
126 Id (stating that a rule permitting the defendant to prohibit a willing spouse from testifying was "far more likely to frustrate justice than to foster family peace").
127 Id at 53 ("This modification ... furthers the important public interest in marital harmony."). Trammel establishes Ryan, where the witness refuses to testify against her spouse, as the characteristic privilege case, rather than Hawkins or Gilles, where one spouse can prevent the other from testifying. Id (stating that "so sweeping a rule as that found acceptable by the Court in Hawkins" is no longer justified). 128 Id at 53 ("It hardly seems conducive to the preservation of the marital relation to place a wife in jeopardy solely by virtue of her husband's control over her testimony."). 132 Id at *9-10 (balancing the interest of marital harmony with the costs of the privilege, "the Court finds that the spousal testimonial privilege would not apply to adverse testimony given by a spouse in a civil proceeding that is untethered to a criminal proceeding"). correspondingly greater. This justification, however, does not rely on any overt policy differences between civil and criminal applications.
D. Ryan Redux: The Greater Rehabilitative Force
Of those few cases directly addressing the scope of the spousal testimonial privilege, only Ryan suggests a possible policy difference between a civil and a criminal application. Noting that the Advisory Committee Notes to Proposed Rule 505 did not explain why the Proposed Rule imposed a criminal-civil distinction, the Seventh Circuit suggested, "A partial explanation could be that the privilege has the greatest societal value in criminal cases because it encourages the preservation of a marriage that might assist the defendant spouse in his or her rehabilitation efforts. This rationale would not be applicable in a civil case.""
Ryan finds a clear difference between the social function of the testimonial privilege in criminal and civil cases. No other circuit had justified the privilege based on its potential rehabilitative force. Previous jurisprudence focused instead on the likely damage to the marriage stemming from coerced testimony.'3 The Seventh Circuit had sounded this note before when recognizing a joint-participants exception to the privilege (when spouses participate in criminal action) in
United States v Van Drunen:' 3 5
Today's holding ... limits the privilege to those cases where it make most sense, namely, where a spouse who is neither a victim nor a participant observes evidence of the other spouses's [sic] crime. In that circumstance, the privilege encourages the preservation of a marriage which may conceivably be an important institution contributing to the rehabilitation of the defendant 136 spouse.
III. BROADER PRIVILEGE DOCTRINE
Courts have applied other evidentiary and testimonial privileges, including the Fifth Amendment privilege against self-incrimination, in the civil context. This Part will discuss broader privilege doctrine and the underlying justifications that allow the availability of privileges in civil proceedings. The civil applications of these privileges support some extension of the spousal testimonial privilege into a civil context.
A. The Fifth Amendment Privilege
By its own terms, the Fifth Amendment privilege against selfincrimination applies only to criminal proceedings: "No person ... shall be compelled in any criminal case to be a witness against himself."' 3 " A witness or party may invoke the privilege when he believes there is a reasonable possibility that criminal charges might follow for crimes revealed by the response.'-Availability turns on the nature of the statement-testimonial self-incrimination-and the exposure it invites, not the nature of the proceedings. 39 Therefore, it may be asserted by parties or witnesses to civil litigation, at various stages, in- It reflects many of our fundamental values and most noble aspirations: our unwillingness to subject those suspected of crime to the cruel trilemma of self-accusation, perjury or contempt; our preference for an accusatorial rather than an inquisitorial system of criminal justice; our fear that self-incriminating statements will be elicited by inhumane treatment and abuses; our sense of fair play which dictates "a fair state-individual balance by requiring the government to leave the individual alone until good cause is shown ... and by requiring the government in its contest with the individual to shoulder the entire load," . . . and our realization that the privilege, while sometimes "a shelter to the guilty," is often "a protection to the innocent." '4 3 Madison's original language read "no person shall be compelled to be a witness against himself," but was amended to limit the privilege explicitly to criminal cases on a delegate's objection that as written the amendment contradicted laws already passed.'" The drafters of the Bill of Rights deliberately chose to restrict the protection of the Fifth Amendment to criminal proceedings-those in which the state was an actor. If the purpose of the Fifth Amendment is to protect the individual from governmental coercion, then its explicit limitation to criminal proceedings stems from the absence of governmental participation in the private dangers of public embarrassment or civil penalties.'" For witnesses in civil actions where the government is the plaintiff, however, the Fifth Amendment may be especially relevant. For example, a defendant in a civil forfeiture proceeding who is unable to invoke the Fifth Amendment may find his testimony admitted in a later criminal trial.'"The Fifth Amendment civil applications maintain 142 378 US 52, 77-78 (1964) (holding that the Fifth Amendment protects a witness whose testimony was compelled in a state proceeding from having that testimony used against him in a federal proceeding). clause because it "contained a general declaration, in some degree contrary to laws passed.... He thought [the amendment] ought to be confined to criminal cases, and moved an amendment for that purpose; which amendment being adopted, the clause as amended was unanimously agreed to."). that "he may not be compelled to testify to facts which may impair his reputation for probity, or even tend to disgrace him, but the line is drawn at testimony that may expose him to prosecution:'). Wigmore's four-part test for the recognition of confidential communications privileges contains much of the policy justifications behind those privileges: (1) the communications must originate in confidence that they will not be disclosed; (2) confidentiality must be essential to the effectiveness of the relationship; (3) the relationship is one which the public believes should be fostered; and (4) the injury resulting from the disclosure must be greater than the benefit gained by the litigation. These policies suggest that the harm suffered by disclosure of a confidential communication will be the same regardless of whether the confidence is broken in a civil case or a criminal case. Moreover, those professions that rely on confidential communications, such as the legal profession, will suffer overall whenever any particular confidence is disclosed. In Jaffee v Redmond,"' the Court stressed that "confidential conversations between psychotherapists and their patients would surely be chilled" if no such privilege existed.' 5 " Since "the mere possibility of disclosure [might] impede development of the confidential relationship necessary for successful treatment," which "serves the public interest," the privilege deserved (and received) recognition.' 3 The difficulty with denying the spousal testimonial privilege in all civil trials is simply the fact of the marriage. If the policy behind the privilege is to promote family peace, and if those bonds are the basis of all civil society, as Justice M'Lean claimed in Stein,'6 then the policy gives no basis for distinguishing between marital harmony in a criminal case and marital harmony in a civil one. The Sriram court openly "doubts that adverse testimony by a spouse ever would be likely to promote a harmonious marital relationship -whether that testimony came in a criminal case, or (as here) a civil case."' Historical justifications before Ryan's' and Van Drunen'" simply do not theorize any distinction between criminal and civil applications. ' 66
Broader privilege doctrine, however, draws some sensible distinctions between criminal and civil applications.' 67 The Fifth Amendment civil applications are largely associated with governmental action,6 ' where a civil proceeding is ancillary to a criminal proceeding, ' 69 or where a civil forfeiture proceeding levels a penalty.' 7 Like the Fifth Amendment privilege, the spousal testimonial privilege protects against coerced testimony.
7 ' But while government actors may offer immunity in response to Fifth Amendment claims, no such parallel protection exists when spouses claim the spousal testimonial privilege.
The confidential communications privileges protect institutionslargely professional relationships, but marriage as well.'" From the time the spousal testimonial privilege became attached to the particular marriage in the case at bar (as in Ryan..) and not to the institution (as in Stein" 4 ) the same justifications cannot hold. The anti-marital facts privilege as it has developed in American law is an individual privilege, associated with the specific marriage for which it is claimed, and not a "marriage-wide" privilege in the same way the attorney- client privilege applies profession-wide. Unlike many of the professions that claim the confidential communications privileges, marriage has no official code of ethics,' and the privilege does not exist to foster a certain kind of conduct, but rather to protect the marriage on a going-forward basis." 6 The spousal testimonial privilege does not have the same kind of incentive effect on future behavior as the confidential communications privileges. 1 " If Elizabeth Trammel testifies willingly against Otis Trammel, her behavior is not likely to affect anyone's decision to marry. On the other hand, if an attorney reveals a client confidence, that disclosure is likely to affect potential clients' decisions to discuss legal issues with their attorneys truthfully."
The Seventh Circuit's decision in Ryan tries to tie the privilege to this kind of incentive effect, and allows a justification more along the lines of the justifications for the confidential communications privileges. ' " The decision makes a certain amount of sense if the privilege is perceived as a rule concerning conduct-much like the confidential communications privileges-rather than as a solely protective rule. In the Seventh Circuit's formulation, marriages encourage or aid rehabilitative conduct, and therefore the privilege against testifying should only apply in proceedings where the rehabilitative force of marriage is great." Van Drunen's joint-participants exception also fits this conduct-based mode. ' ' The civil applications of the Fifth Amendment, and the application of the confidential communications privileges in both civil and criminal cases, support some extension of the spousal testimonial privilege into federal civil proceedings. The nature of civil proceedings, however, argues against the same broad sweep of the privilege as in criminal trials. The milder the consequence of the litigation-a fine or penalty for civil damages-the less courts and the public should worry about the harm of coerced testimony to the marriage.2 In this way, the outcome of the Sriram court's balancing test ' manageable restriction of the privilege's scope. When there is a strong likelihood that the coerced testimony will be brought into a criminal proceeding, and therefore may expose the marriage to the sort of harm against which the privilege protects, the court should grant the privilege. On the other hand, when civil proceedings are not tethered to ongoing criminal trials, the Sriram rule fails to protect potential witnesses or parties to later proceedings. In these cases the Fifth Amendment's broader exclusionary principles are normatively attractive: when in the reckoning of the witness the coerced testimony invites any possibility of criminal prosecution (and therefore exposes the marriage to harm), courts should permit the privilege.
One possible combination of the Fifth Amendment principles and the normative justifications of protecting a marriage from the substantial harm threatened by coerced testimony in a criminal proceeding is a rule that ties the privilege to any proceeding in which the government is a party. This rule reconciles the Hawkins "life or liberty" rule ' " ' with a privilege that applies in civil proceedings under the expansive language of FRE 501, by importing certain principles behind the Fifth Amendment civil applications. "Life or liberty," as the Fifth Amendment civil cases demonstrate,"' may be in jeopardy outside criminal proceedings. Some civil proceedings, such as the INS deportation hearing in Gilles,"' directly threaten to restrict life or liberty. This rule expands the notion of "life or liberty" in Hawkins, but not beyond the understanding of current law: restrictions to life or liberty are not confined to criminal cases, but may occur in civil proceedings as well.
It is important to recognize that the Supreme Court's statements from Hawkins'8 and Trammel"' used to support a restriction to criminal cases, though made in the context of criminal proceedings, do not positively exclude the privilege from civil actions. Instead, the lack of specificity regarding the civil-criminal divide suggests the privilege may be invoked in response to inquiries concerning "life or liberty." Tracking the expanded understanding of Fifth Amendment applications in civil proceedings,"' the rule could tie the applicability of the privilege to governmental actions that directly threaten to restrict the defendant's "life or liberty," such as civil forfeiture or antitrust proceedings. Thus the Court could hinge the availability of the privilege on the type of inquiry, not on the type of proceeding in which the inquiry takes place. A spousal testimonial privilege tied to any inquiry in which the government was an actor would protect the marriage from any governmental incentive to bring civil charges in advance of criminal proceedings. At the same time, the rule would protect marriages against any kind of governmental coercion that might lead to forced testimony and harm the relationship on a going-forward basis.
This rule will not solve some problems on the margins. For example, the rule would not address the Ryan problem, where the availability of the privilege would have allowed the Ryans to refuse to answer any governmental interrogatories. However, the government had offered use immunity to both Ryans for their testimony,"' and this tool-avoiding prosecution of either spouse for the actions that the testimony of the other spouse would have revealed-is perhaps the best solution for a Ryan-type situation.
More difficult to solve are those situations where one spouse faces a large civil damage penalty for tort actions, for example if he or she is the sole owner of a polluting factory sued by families living beside a polluted river. It is difficult to argue that the compelled testimony of the other spouse, which could lead to a high dollar amount of liability, would not harm the marriage on a going-forward basis. In these cases, the elements of the tort may give rise to criminal action, in which case the Fifth Amendment will be available to the ownerspouse, and the witness-spouse may successfully claim the testimonial privilege. Alternatively, the government may file civil charges, in which case the privilege may also be available. Ultimately, however, the rule leaves this gray area uncovered. It may be that society, or the marriage, relies on legal restrictions on piercing the corporate veil to hold down the personal liability of the owner-spouse to the level of "public embarrassment or civil penalties" that the analogous Fifth Amendment excludes from coverage. ' 9 This modified rule reconciles the conflicting strands in the lower courts. In Abbott and Engelmann," civil proceedings without government actors, courts denied the applicability of the privilege. On the other hand, in Sriram' 4 and Yerardi,' proceedings in which govern-ment actors claimed that the privilege did not apply, the courts allowed it. The application in Gilles, more related to a restriction of liberty than to a purely civil matter, would also fall under this rule. The rule would eliminate the need for courts to pass judgment on the viability of marriages and the likelihood that the protection offered by the privilege will have any effect."8 CONCLUSION Case law on the spousal testimonial privilege gives no clear answer on its application in the federal civil context. This Comment suggests some extension of the privilege into the civil context, a rule allowing spouses to assert the privilege when governmental actors are a party. Such a rule would protect the marriage relationship against the kind of harm that governmental coercion of testimony could provoke. At the same time the rule acknowledges the social necessity of the fact-finding function of courts in purely civil matters, where the search for truth outweighs the comparatively minor damage a marriage might suffer.
